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Parts of a Computer/Hardware 
Hardware: the physical parts of the computer. 

 
 

Mouse: this device allows you to move the cursor and click on parts of the screen.  
Right-click: pressing the button on the right side of the mouse or trackpad. This will 
typically open a menu to give you options relevant to what you clicked on. Mac uses 
control click, meaning you press the control key and the left mouse button together. 
Left-click: clicking the button on the left side of the mouse or trackpad. This will 
typically select whatever your cursor is pointing at. You can select multiple items or 
text by clicking and holding the button down while you move your mouse to the 

desired location, then letting go. This technique is often described as click and drag. 
Double-click: quickly pressing the left mouse button twice in a row. You can use this to open files, 
folders, or applications on the desktop or in the file explorer. 
Middle-click: clicking directly on the scroll wheel (if your mouse has a scroll wheel). 
Scroll Wheel: the piece typically at the center of a mouse used to scroll up and down an application. 
Trackpad: the flat surface below a laptop keyboard used to click, scroll, and move the pointer. 

Cursor/Pointer: the arrow or pointer finger that indicates your 
current mouse position or movement on the screen. 
Text Cursor: the blinking, vertical line that marks the place where 
you can input text. 

 
Programs/Applications/Software 
Software: instructions that tell the computer how to work. Unlike hardware, software is not physical. 
Operating System (OS): software that supports a computer’s basic functions, such as executing 
tasks and running applications (e.g. Windows 10, macOS, iOS). 

Windows: an operating system created by Microsoft. Identified by its 4 square logo, forming 
the appearance of a window. A computer that uses Windows is a “PC.” 
Macintosh (Mac): an operating system created by Apple. Identified by its iconic apple logo. 
Linux: an open-source operating system. Usually signified through its iconic penguin logo. 
Desktop: the main background screen displayed where no applications are open. 

Applications: software designed to fulfill a specific purpose. Also known as programs or apps. 

Monitor: the screen 
that displays your 
active applications. 

Tower: the physical computer. 
Contains the power button that 
turns the computer on as well as 
openings to insert disks, USB 
drives, or other hardware. 

Keyboard: use this device 
to type words or commands 
into an application. 

Trackpad 
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Toolbar: the bar at the top of an application that contains different menus and tools for the program. 
Word Processor: an application that allows you to enter text and visual elements into a page (such 
as Microsoft Word, Google Docs, or Pages). 
Icons: a graphic representation of an application. Some icons are also called shortcuts. 
Window: the rectangle-shaped display of a program; has a bar on top indicating the program’s title. 
Minimize, Maximize, and Exit Buttons: the little icons in a top-corner of a window (top-right 
corner for PC, top-left for Mac) that allow you to hide, shrink/grow, or exit out of a window. When you 
hide a program, you can open it again by finding and clicking its icon on the taskbar. 

PC 
Taskbar: the bar at the bottom of the screen; contains the start menu and application shortcuts. 
Start Menu: contains a list of programs, sleep and shutdown options, and other assorted shortcuts. 
Identified by the Windows symbol. 
File Explorer: the program where you can view all your files and programs. 

Dialogue Box: a window that 
pops up to either tell you something 
or give you a choice between 
different options. 

Drop-down Menu: a list 
of options given when you 
click on certain buttons. 
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Mac 
Menu Bar: a toolbar at the top of the screen; its menus change for each program you open. 
Apple Menu: contains system preferences and sleep/shutdown options. Identified by the Apple icon. 
Dock: the bar at the bottom of the screen that contains application icons. 
Finder: the application used to view and access all your files. 

Launchpad: displays all the computer’s applications. 
 

 
 
Internet Usage 
Browser: a program that runs the internet (e.g. Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome). 
Search Engine: an online program that searches the internet based on keywords you input. Examples 
include Google, Bing, and DuckDuckGo. 
Website: a group of webpages located on the internet, such as wikipedia.org. 
Webpage: an individual page that is part of a website, such as wikipedia.org/wiki/Meta_Knight. 
 
 

 
 

Tabs: pages that are open in your browser. An active tab is one you’re currently viewing; the new tab 
button will open a new tab. 
Back Button: returns you to the previous page you viewed. 
Refresh: reloads the webpage; use when the page loaded incorrectly or if the page has been updated. 
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Bookmarks: click the bookmark button to save a webpage so you can easily access it later. 
Menu Button: opens a drop-down menu with various browser settings. 
History: keeps track of which webpages you’ve visited; found in the drop-down list when you click the 
menu button. 
 
URL (Uniform Resource Locator): the address of a webpage. You can put the URL of a webpage 
into the URL bar (or address bar) of your browser to access that webpage. URLS can change or the page 
they link to can be taken down, so they can be less reliable than permalinks or DOIs. 
URL Format for APA: https://www.website.com 
Domain Name: the part of the URL which includes the name of the website and its suffix (e.g. 
google.com, uvu.edu, wikipedia.org). 
Top-level domains, also known as website suffixes, are placed after the website name after a period. 
These will indicate the type of website. The most common top-level domains are listed below: 

• .com: Short for commercial, this domain is used for the websites of private businesses. 
• .net: Short for network; this domain doesn’t have any specific use. 
• .org: Short for organization; mostly used by non-profit organizations. 
• .edu: Short for education; used by schools and universities. 
• .gov: Short for government; used by agencies of the United States government. 

 
Permalink: a URL that is intended to remain unchanged. They are meant to be permanent and so 
should always work. Because they don’t change, they are usually shorter than normal URLS. 
DOI (Digital Object Identifier): links to a work in an academic database (similar to how a URL links 
to a website). They are intended to never change so should always work. 
DOI Format for MLA and APA: https://doi.org/xxxxx 


